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Abstract
In this paper the asymptotic behaviour of the maximum likelihood
and Bayesian estimators of a delay parameter is studied  The observed
process is supposed to be the solution of a linear stochastic dierential
equation with one time delay term  It is shown that these estimators
are consistent and their limit distributions are described  The be
haviour of the estimators is similar to the behaviour of corresponding
estimators in changepoint problems  The question of asymptotical
eciency is also discussed 
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  Introduction and Auxiliary Results
In this paper we deal with the linear stochastic dierential equation
dX
t
 bX
t  
dt dW
t
     t   T 	

where b is a known negative parameter and the delay parameter  is unknown
to the observer We have to estimate  by the observation fX
t
     t   Tg
The properties of estimators will be studied in the situation of large samples 
T  The integral representation of the observed process
X
t
 X
 

Z
t
 
bX
s  
dsW
t
 
shows that the process X
t
is as smooth with respect to time t as the Wiener
process W
t
therefore the trend coecient bX
t  
is not dierentiable with
respect to  even the rst derivative of the trend with respect to unknown
parameter does not exist and the usual regularity conditions in this problem
are not satised The similar model of delay estimation was considered in 
	see also  section  and 
 for the observations
dX
t
 bX
t  
dt  dW 	t
 
X	s
  x
 
   s  K    for some K      t   T 	

but in asymptotics of small noise     T is xed In that problems
the maximum likelihood



and the Bayesian estimators are consistent and
asymptotically normal
L
n

 
 



 
o
 N 	  

with the usual  regular rate 
 
and both are asymptotically ecient The
limit variance was

 

Z
T
 
x

t  
dt
where x
t
     t   T is the solution of the observed equation 	
 with   
In the present work we consider the same process and the same estima
tors but in another asymptotics and it is in certain sense surprising that the
properties of the estimators are entirely dierent The maximum likelihood
and Bayesian estimators have dierent limit distributions the rate of conver
gence is T 	not
p
T as in regular problems
 and asymptotically ecient are

the Bayesian estimators only These results are similar to one of changepoint
problems see eg  section  or  chapter  The proofs are carried
out by a method of IbragimovKhasminski 
We are interested in stationary solutions of the equation 	
 Their exis
tence is given by the following
Lemma    If b   then a stationary solution of   exists if and only if
  	 	b


Proof see eg  Lemma 
 Denitions and Results
We observe the trajectory X
T
 fX
t
     t   Tg of the diusiontype
process 	X
t

 given by
dX
t
 bX
t  
dt dW
t
  X
s
 X
 
	s
 

b
  s     t    	

where b is a negative constant  is an unknown parameter from the set
   	e b

 
 	we denote as well 
 
 	 	e b

 


 and X
 
	s
 is a
known continuous function We are interested in asymptotic properties of
the maximum likelihood and Bayes estimator of the parameter  as T 
Let us denote P
T 
 
the measure induced in the measurable space of con
tinuous on   T  functions 	C  T  B  T 
 by the solution of the equation
	
 	Here B  T  denotes the algebra of Borelsubset of C  T  endowed
with the supremumnorm
 The solutions of 	
 corresponding to dierent
values of    are continuous thus all the measures fP
T 
 
    g are
equivalent and the likelihood ratio process
L	  

  X
T

 
dP
T 
 
dP
T 
 
 
	X
T

    
is given by the formula
L	  

  X
T

 
 exp

b
Z
T
 
	X
t  
X
t  
 

 dX
t

b


Z
T
 
	X

t  
X

t  
 

dt

 

where 

is some xed value 	see 

The maximum likelihood estimator 	MLE

b

T
is dened as a solution of
the equation
L	
b

T
  

  X
T

  sup
 
L	  

  X
T

 	

Below we suppose that the true value  is an interior point of  ie   
 

We will see later that the function L	  

  X
T

     is continuous with
probability one Hence the MLE
b

T
exists and belongs to  If the equation
	
 has more than one solution than we take any one as MLE
To introduce the Bayesian estimator we suppose that  is a random vari
able with a prior density 	y
  y   and the loss function is quadratic Then
the Bayes estimator 	BE

e

t
is a posterior mean
e

T

Z
 
y p	yjX
T

dy 
where the posterior density p	yjX
T

 is given by
p	yjX
T

 
	y
L	y  

  X
T


R
 
	v
L	v  

  X
T

 dv

The limit distributions of these estimators can be expressed through the
following stochastic process
Z	u
  exp

b
f
W 	u



jujb


  u  IR 
where
f
W 	u
  W

	u
 for u   and
f
W 	u
  W
 
	u
 for u   and
W

	u
 W
 
	u
  u   are two independent standard Wiener processes Let
us introduce two random variables 
	  arg sup
u
Z	u


 

R
 
uZ	u
dy

R
 
Z	u
du
The rst result allows to dene the asymptotically ecient estimators in this
problem

Theorem   For any 
 
 	  	e b

 


lim
 
lim
T
inf
 
 
T
sup
j   

j
T

E
 
	

T
 


 E


Proof of this theorem follows from the theorem I of  and the prop
erties of likelihood ratio L	
 described below
Therefore we can dene the asymptotically ecient estimator 

T
as such
an estimator that for all   
 
lim
 
lim
T
sup
j   

j
T

E
 
	

T
 


 E


Let K below be an arbitrary compact set in 
 
 The asymptotics of MLE
is given for this more narrow parameter set by the
Theorem  The MLE
b

T
of parameter   
 
is uniformly in   K
consistent the normed dierence T 	
b

T
 
 converges uniformly  in   K
in distribution to the random variable 	 and for any p   it holds
lim
T
E
 
jT 	
b

T
 
j
p
 Ej	j
p
The asymptotic behavior of the BE is better than MLE as it follows
from the
Theorem  Let the prior density 	y
  y   be a positive continuous
function then the BE
e

T
is consistent in K uniformly  the normed dierence
T 	
e

T
 
 converges uniformly  in   K in distribution to the random
variable 
 and for any p   it holds
lim
T
EjT 	
e

T
 
j
p
 Ej
j
p

Moreover the BE is asymptotically ecient
The proofs of theorems  and  is based on the general results of Ibrag
imov Khasminski  	Theorems I I
 concerning the asymptotic
behavior of MLE and BE and is given in the next section

 Proofs
Let as introduce the normalized likelihood ratio
Z
T
	u
 
dP
T 
 
u
T
dP
T 
 
	X
T

  where u  U
 T

 
 T  		e b

 
 
T

and dene Z
T
	u
 on the intervals T   T  and 	e b

 
 
T 
		e b

 
 
T   as linearly decreasing to zero Outside the interval
	T    		e b

 
 
T  
 we put Z
T
	u
   So the function Z
T
	u

is dened for all u  IR and it can be shown with the help of the lemmas
 and  that it belongs to the space C
 
of continuous on IR functions
decreasing to zero at innity Note that
T 	
b

T
 
 
b
u
T
 argmax
u
Z
T
	u

Denote 
T
the measure induced in the space 	C
 
 B
 

 by the process
fZ
T
	u
  u  Rg and  the measure corresponding to the process fZ	u
  u 
Rg
If we prove that

T
  	

then the distributions of all continuous functionals of Z
T
	
 will also converge
Therefore for the functional 	z
  sup
ux
z	u
 sup
ux
z	u
 we have
P
T 
 
f
b
u
T
 xg  P
T 
 

sup
ux
Z
T
	u
  sup
ux
Z
T
	u



 P
T 
 
fsup
ux
Z
T
	u
 sup
ux
Z
T
	u
  g 
 P
T 
 
f	Z
T

  g  P
 
f	Z
  g 
 P
 
fsup
ux
Z	u
  sup
ux
Z	u
g  P
 
f	  xg
To prove the convergence 	
 we establish the convergence of nite
dimentional distributions and two estimates on the increments of Z
T
	
 and
on the tails of Z
T
	
 then according to  Theorems  and  we
will have the desired properties of the MLE and BE

Lemma   The marginal distributions of Z
T
	u
  u  R converge to the
marginal distributions of Z	u
 and this convergence is uniform over the com
pacts K
Proof The likelihood ratio Z
T
	
 with P
T 
 
 probability one admits the
representation
lnZ
T
	u
  b
Z
T
 
	X
t   
u
T
X
t  

 dW
t

b


Z
T
 
	X
t   
u
T
X
t  



dt
At rst we show that uniformly in   K
P
 
 lim
T
Z
T
 
	X
t   
u
T
X
t  



dt  juj  	

ie for any   
lim
T
sup
 K
P
T 
 






Z
T
 
	X
t   
u
T
X
t  



dt juj





 

 
Let u   The dierence Y
t
	u
  X
t   
u
T
X
t  
can be written as
Y
t
	u
  b
t   
u
T
Z
t  
X
s  
dsW
t   
u
T
W
t  


b u
T
X
t  
	  o	

 

p
T

t
	u

Here

t
	u
  T

 
W
t   
u
T
W
t  

is a Wiener process with respect to u   
E
t
	u
    E
t
	u


 u  E
t
	u

t
	v
  min	u  v

Therefore
Y
t
	u
 

p
T

t
	u
	  o	



because the process X
t
is Gaussian ergodic and T
 
X
t
  as well as
T
 
E
 
jX
t
j
p
   p   as T  We can write
sup
 K
E
 

Z
T
 
Y
t
	u


dt juj



 sup
 K
E
 


T
Z
T
 
h

t
	u


 juj
i
dt


	  o	

  
 

T

Z
T
 
Z
T
 
sup
 K
E
 
 

t
	u



s
	u


 u


	  o	

 dsdt
For the values s  t such that jt  sj  jujT these increments of the Wiener
process are independent and we have
E
 

t
	u



s
	u


 u


In the case jt  sj   jujT  say t  s we have s  uT  t and using
independence of the increments W
s
W
t
  W
t uT
W
t
  W
t uT
W
s uT
we can write
E
 

t
	u



s
	u


 u

   u

Therefore
sup
 
Z
T
 
Z
T
 
E
 
 
Y
t
	u


 jujT  Y
s
	u


 jujT 

dt ds   C
u

T
The similar arguments allow to prove the uniform convergence
P
 
 lim
T
Z
T
 
Y
t
	u
 Y
t
	v
 dt  juj 	 jvj 	

The central limit theorem for stochastic integrals 	 Theorem 
 and
convergence 	
 provide the uniform asymptotic normality
L

Z
T
 
Y
t
	u
 dW
t

 N 	  juj
 
The same theorem and condition 	
 provide the convergence of the nite
dimensional distributions of the process
z
T
	u
 
Z
T
 
Y
t
	u
 dW
t
to the nite dimensional distributions of the process
f
W 	u
  u  IR

Lemma  There exists a constant C
 
such that for any R  
sup
 K
sup
jvjRjujR
ju vj
 
E
 
jZ
 

T
	u
 Z
 

T
	v
j

  C
 
	 R



Proof is similar to the proof of the Lemma  in  Let us denote
V 	T 
 
	


dP
T 
 uT
dP
T 
 vT
	X
T



A
 

Then by Itos formula with P
T 
 u
  T
probability one
V 	T 
  


b

Z
T
 
V 	t

h
X
t   
u
T
X
t   
v
T
i

dt 

b

Z
T
 
V 	t

h
X
t   
u
T
X
t   
v
T
i
dW
t
Therefore denoting Y
t
	u  v
  X
t   
u
T
X
t   
v
T
we can write
E
 
jZ
 

T
	u
 Z
 

T
	v
j

 E
 
Z
T
	v
jV 	T 
 j


 E
 vT






b


Z
T
 
V 	t
Y
t
	u  v


dt
b

Z
T
 
V 	t
Y
t
	u  v
 dW
t






 
  C

b
	
T


Z
T
 
E
 vT
V 	t


Y
t
	u  v

	
dt
C

b

T
Z
T
 
E
 vT
V 	t


Y
t
	u  v


dt 
 C

b
	
T


Z
T
 
E
 uT
Y
t
	u  v

	
dt C

b

T
Z
T
 
E
 uT
Y
t
	u  v


dt
The moments of the process Y
t
	u  v
 can be estimated as follows
E
 uT
Y
t
	u  v

	

 E
 uT

b
Z
t   uT
t   vT
X
s   uT
dsW
t   vT
W
t   uT

	
 
  C


b
	




u v
T





Z
t   uT
t   vT
E
 uT
X
	
s   uT
ds C





u v
T





 
  C





u v
T




	
 C





u v
T






For the second integral similar calculations provide
E
 uT
Y
t
	u  v


  C





u v
T





 C
	




u v
T





Therefore we have
E
 
jZ
 

T
	u
 Z
 

T
	v
j

  C

ju vj
	
 C
 
ju vj

 C

ju vj

 
  C
 
	 R


 ju vj

where the constant C
 
  does not depend on R and 
We shall need the following estimate
Lemma  Let Y
t
     t   T be a mean square integrable zero mean Gaus
sian process with covariance R	t  s
 then
E exp


Z
T
 
Y

t
dt

  exp


tr	R

  kRk

	

where
tr	R
 
Z
T
 
R	t  t
 dt  kRk


Z
T
 
Z
T
 
R	t  s


dt ds
Proof see Kallianpur and Selukar  Lemma 
Lemma  There exist constants   	K
   and C

such that
sup
 K
E
 
Z
 

T
	u
   C

e
 
	
jujjbuj
  


	

Proof First we obtain the estimate
E
 
Z

T
	u
  

E
 
exp




Z
T
 
Y
t
	u


dt


	see  Lemma  or  Lemma 
 and then using 	
 write the in
equality
E
 
Z

T
	u
   exp




tr	R

  kRk


where Y
t
	u
  X
t   uT
 X
t  
 The process X
t
  t   can be written in
the following form
X
t
 x
 
	t
 X
 
	
  b
Z
t
 r
x
 
	t s r
 X
 
	s
 ds
Z
t
 
x
 
	t s
 dW
s
where x
 
	
 the fundamental solution of the corresponding to 	
 determin
istic equation
x
 
	t

dt
 b x
 
	t 
  x
 
	s
  I
f g
	s
  s    	

	see Kuchler Mensch  Proposition 
 Moreover for some    the
estimate
jx
 
	t
j   K
 
e
 t
  t  
is valid The stochastic process X
t
  t   admits as well the representation
X
t
 U
t
 R
t
  t   where U
t
  t   is the stationary part ie zero mean
stationary Gaussian process with the covariance
K	t s
 
Z

 
x
 
	jt sj v
 x
 
	v
 dv
and ER

t
  K

e
 t
	see  	

 Therefore in the estimates below it
is sucient to consider the stationary part only Indeed we have for the
function R
u
	t  s
  E
 
Y
t
	u
Y
s
	u
 the estimate
jR
u
	t  s
 K	t s
 K	t s uT 
 K	t s uT 
j   K e
 ts

Note that for b   and    	e b

 
the solution of the equation 	
 is
positive for all t   see eg  or  Lemma  Therefore
tr	R
u

  T

K	
K	
u
T




Introduce the function
G	
 
Z

 
h
x
 
	s


 x
 
	s
 x
 
	s 

i
ds
The derivative of this function is

G	
  
Z

 
x
 
	s
 x
 
	s 
 ds  b
Z

 
x
 
	s
x
 
	s  
 ds  

because the function x
 
	s
 is positive for all s   and the set  is compact
Therefore there exist constants 

   a   such that
tr	R
u

  

juj  a
Further the functionK	t
 satises the same equation as x
 
	s
 	see  	


therefore for this function by Lemma  of  we have the estimates
jK	t
j   K
 
e
 jtj
  j

K	t
j   K

e
 jtj
where K
 
  K

and   	K
 some positive constants which can be chosen
not depending on delay   K
We have for juj   and for some c  
Z
T
 
Z
T
 
R
u
	t  s


dt ds  
 
Z
T
 
Z
T
 

K	t s
K	t s
u
T

K	t s
u
T




dt ds c 
 T
Z
T
 

K	t
K	t
u
T

K	t
u
T




dt c  
 
u

T
Z
T
 

K	t
u
T



dt c   C

u

T
Therefore
kR
u
k  
Cjuj

p
T
and we obtain the estimate
tr	R
u


  kR
u
k



juj
  C T
 
juj

If juj 
p
T then we have


juj
  C T
 
juj



  C
juj
If juj 
p
T then we can write


juj
  C T
 
juj



C
T




T

C 	  C T
 
juj





C
T




T

C 	  C





	  C

T




	  C

	be


juj


because for all u we have the obvious estimate juj  T 		e b

 


Hence we obtained 	
 with corresponding    and C


The properties of the likelihood ratio established above allow to use the
Theorems  and  of  to nish the proofs of the Theorems 
and  above
The proof of the Theorem  follows from the properties of the Bayes
estimators established above and the Theorem  in 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